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PawsUp Pet Products Celebrates a Philanthropic Milestone.
The Company’s Fundraising Program Reaches $10,000 in Donations
to Support Animal Shelters and Rescue Organizations Nationwide.

North Yarmouth, Maine – November 14, 2023 – PawsUp Pet Products, a small, family-owned business based in North Yarmouth, Maine, is thrilled 
to announce a significant milestone for its philanthropic initiative, The CoatHook Pet Comb’s fundraising program. With enthusiastic support from 
animal lovers around the country, the program has reached a notable achievement by donating its ten-thousandth dollar to help animal shelters 
and rescue organizations across the United States.

The CoatHook pet comb, invented and patented by Lisa and Sheldon Perkins — themselves, long-time animal-welfare advocates and rescuers — 
has not only gained recognition for its simple but innovative and exceptionally effective design, but also for its ability to generate funding for the 
animal-welfare community that works so hard to care for and find loving homes for countless pets in need.

The CoatHook Pet Comb’s fundraising program offers pet owners a highly effective grooming tool for their furry friends while contributing to a 
worthy cause. For every CoatHook pet comb sold on behalf of participating animal shelters and rescue organizations, 25 percent of the purchase 
price goes directly to those organizations through monthly donation checks from PawsUp Pet Products. Every customer who buys a CoatHook 
through a fundraising page also receives a handwritten note of thanks for their support. To date, 53 organizations in 23 states have received 
funding from the program.

“We are overjoyed to reach this major milestone in widespread support of animal shelters and rescue organizations,” said Lisa. “Our personal 
and professional mission has been to make a positive impact on the lives of animals… and the people who are dedicated to caring for them. 
The invention and sale of the CoatHook pet comb has enabled us to do that at a level we otherwise might not have been able to afford in time or 
money. Our animal-loving hearts are warmed with every monthly donation check we write.”

Sheldon adds “It’s great to be able to contribute to the support of shelters and rescues by providing a little extra income to help keep the lights 
on, pay for food, cat litter, laundry detergent, transportation costs, and whatever else an organization may need to keep doing the important and 
challenging work they do.”

To learn more about The CoatHook Pet Comb and PawsUp Pet Products’ commitment to animal welfare, please visit www.thecoathook.com.
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